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Service advice

Change of face mask rubber material
 
In our continuous efforts to improve the performance and reliability of our products, we 
have changed the material used for the mask body, inner mask and head harness.  
This change applies to all face masks used for firefighting and breathing protection, 
except the legacy model “Spiromatic”.  
It does not apply to face masks for diving, except diving masks in Small and XL size.

These parts, until now manufactured using natural rubber (NR) will now be produced 
using EPDM. EPDM is known for its excellent resilience to environmental factors, excep-
tional durability, and reliability under various conditions. 

The material change will apply to all future products and spare parts. We will continue 
to provide spare parts and repair services for the rubber components of your existing 
NR masks using EPDM materials instead. New and older masks are fully compatible and 
any combination of materials in a mask is compatible. 

The face masks in EPDM have been tested according to both EN136 and EN137. 

The part numbers for the new face masks with EPDM rubber will remain the same as the 
previous versions in NR, making it easy to order additional products. Face masks produ-
ced with mask body in EPDM will be marked “EPDM” after the serial number (located on 
the metal strap for the connection piece). 
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Product news

Spare Parts

Please note that some spare parts will change as a result of this update. Here is a list of 
the spare parts affected by this change:

New item number (EPDM) Old item number (NR) Item Description
95002-58   95002-52  Inner mask, S/M
96756-58   96756-52  Inner mask, L
31306-53   31306-51  5-point Head harness
460200203   460190659  Mask body, M/L, AAH
460200204   460190839  Mask body, M/L, FB & A
460200205   460190834  Mask body, S, AAH
460200206   460200075  Mask body, S, FB & A
460200207   460190835  Mask body, XL, AAH
460200208   460190840  Mask body, XL, FB & A

 

 

 

 


